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[Title of Invention]

Electronic Viewfinder Moving Mechanism for Video Camera

[Abstract]

[Purpose]

To prevent an extension rail to be displaced in an improper location during a

moving operation of an electronic viewfinder by monitoring the movement of the

extension rail thereof

[Constitution]

A projection is provided on a plate spring of the extension rail, and a recess is

engaged with a rail of the electronic viewfinder and a video camera body.

[Effect]

The movement of the extension rail is controlled as the other holding portion shdes

before one holding portion slides by engaging the projection on the plate spring at one

holding portion of the extension rail with the recess on the rail.

[Claim]
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[Claim 1]

An electronic viewfinder moving mechanism, which is comprised of a primary

holder that holds the electronic viewfinder so that the viewfinder slides as needed and a

secondary holder that holds a shoe of the body of a video camera that is formed integral

with the primary holder, and in which the plate springs are individually used for these

holders, characterized in that the plate spring of the primary holder and the shoe of the

electronic viewfinder are engaged with each other in the vicinity of a completely stored

location of the electronic viewfinder by an elastic force of the plate spring; the plate spring

of the secondary holder and the shoe of the video camera body are engaged with each

other in the vicinity of a completely drawn-out location of the electronic viewfinder by an

elastic force of the plate spring.

[Detailed Description of the Invention]

[0001]

[Field of Industrial Application]

This invention pertains to video cameras (including VTR integrated cameras). In

particular, this invention relates to an electronic viewfinder that is readily used by either

right eye or left eye.

[0002]

[Prior Art]
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As disclosed in Japanese unexamined utility model No. S62-181072, an electronic

viewfinder moving mechanism that can be readily used by either right eye or left eye using

a rail extension device is widely used due to the simplicity and convenience.

[0003]

[Problem to Be Solved by the Invention]

However, as shown in Fig. 7, as in prior art electronic viewfinder moving

mechanism, an extension rail 3 remains being projected when an electronic viewfinder 1 is

drawn out of a stored location la to a location to be in use or when it is stored from the

location in use, thereby deteriorating the outer appearance.

[0004]

The invention aims to offer an electronic viewfinder moving mechanism that has a

sufficient outer appearance and that does not lose the quality for a high technology device

video camera by adding a regulation to the movement of the extension rail.

[0005]

[Measures for Solving the Problem]

This purpose is achieved by half-locking the shoe of the electronic viewfinder and

the plate spring of the primary holder of the extension rail in the vicinity of the stored

location of the viewfinder and by half-locking the shoe of the video camera body and the

plate spring of the secondary holder of the extension rail in the vicinity of the completely

drawn-out location.
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[0006]

[Effect]

As the rail of the electronic viewfinder and the plate spring of the primary holder of

the extension rail are being half-locked around the completely stored location when the

viewfinder is drawn out of the location to the location to be in use, the location between

the secondary holder of the extension rail and the rail of the video camera body slides

before the primary holder slides so that the extension rail is operated as if it is integrated

with the viewfinder. By this means, the extension rail will not remain while it is projected.

[0007]

On the other hand, as the rail of the video camera body and the plate spring of the

secondary holder of the extension rail are being half-locked around the completely drawn-

out location when the viewfinder returns fi'om the location to the location to be stored, the

viewfinder is first stored in the extension rail. By this means, the extension rail will not be

projected during the storing operation.

[0008]

[Working Example]

A working example of the invention is described with reference to Fig. 1 to Fig. 6.

[0009]
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Fig. 1 is a perspective view illustrating an electronic viewfinder moving mechanism

of a video camera, and Fig.2 an exploded perspective view of an extension rail 3. A curved

plate spring4 is inserted into a primary holder 3a that holds a rail 2 of an electronic

viewfinder 1 and is held on extension rail 3 with bent stoppers 4e and 4f A plate spring 5

is inserted into a secondary holder 3b that holds a rail 6 of a video camera body as

similarly to as above. Fig. 3 is a front view illustrating rail 2 of electronic viewfinder 1, and

Fig.4 a cross-sectional view cut along a CC line of Fig.3. Fig.5 is a front view illustrating

rail 6 of the video camera body, and Fig.6 a cross-sectional view cut along a DD line of

Fig.6. A stopper 2e on the end of rail 2 comes into contact with a lifted stopper 5c of plate

spring 4 and stops. At the time, a projection 4a of plate spring 4 is provided so as to

engage with a recess 2a of rail 2. On the other hand, a bent stopper 5d of plate spring 5 is

in contact with a stage 6d of rail 6 of the video camera body at the secondary holder. As a

projection 5a is presented at an escaping section 6b, it is not engaged with any

components.

[0010]

Accordingly, when electronic viewfinder 1 is drawn out of the completely stored

state, secondary holder 3b and rail 6 slide first. Rail 2 (i.e., electronic viewfinder 1) moves

integral with primary holder 3a (i.e., extension rail 3) until a lifted stopper 5c of plate

spring 5 is brought into contact with a stage 6c of rail 6 and stops. After this, rail 2 begins

to slide for the first time.

[0011]
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At the completely drawn-out state, projection 5a of plate spring 5 is being engaged

with recess 6a while projection 4a of plate spring 4 is located in an escaping section 2b.

Because of this, when the user moves the viewfinder in the direction to be stored, the

primary holder slides first, and the secondary holder then sHdes.

[0012]

The strength of the engaging force between 2a and 4a or between 6a and 5a can be

properly predetermined by the size of the projection and recess and the size of elastic arms

4a and 5b. Escapes 3 c and 3d of the extension rail are provided so as to prevent an excess

sliding force during a release of the engagement.

[0013]

According to the invention, when the electronic viewfinder begins to move fi*om

the completely stored state and the completely drawn-out state, the movement of the

extension rail is regulated. Therefore, the quality of the product will not be deteriorated

due to the extension rail being projected during the moving operation.

[Brief Description of the Invention]

[Fig.l]

Fig. 1 is a perspective view illustrating a part of a video camera as in a working

example of the invention.

[Fig.2]

Fig. 2 is an exploded perspective view illustrating extension rail 3 of Fig.l.
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[Fig.3]

Fig.3 illustrates a rail of an electronic viewfinder of Fig. 1 as indicated by an arrow

A.

[Fig.4]

Fig.4 is a cross-sectional view cut along an AA line of Fig.3.

[Fig.5]

Fig. 5 illustrates a rail of a video camera body of Fig. 1 as indicated by an arrow B.

[Fig.6]

Fig.6 is a cross-sectional view cut along a BB line of Fig. 5.

[Fig.7]

Fig.7 is a top view illustrating disadvantages of prior art electronic viewfinder

moving mechanism.

[Description of the Reference Numbers]

1 . . . Electronic viewfinder

2. . .Rail of the electronic viewfinder

2a... Recess

2b. . .Escaping section

2c... Stage

2d. . .Escaping section

2e...End

3 . . . Extension rail

3 a... Primary holder
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3b. . . Secondary holder

3c and 3d... Recesses

4 and 5 . . . Plate springs

4a and 5 a... Projections

4b and 5b... Elastic arms

4c and 5c... Lifted stoppers

4d, 4e, 4f, 5d, 5e and 5f. . .Bent stoppers

6. . .Rail of a video camera body

6a... Recess

6b. . .Escaping section

6c and 6d... Stages

mil
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PURPOSETo make the use easy by engaging a

plate spring with a shoe of a 1st support by means
of an elastic force in the vicinity of an

accommodated position of an electronic view finder

and engaging a plate spring with a shoe of a 2nd
support in the vicinity of a drawing position.

CONSTITUTION:When an electronic view finder 1

is drawn out from the complete containing state, at

first a 2nd support 3d and rail 6 of a main body are

slided and a rail 2 of the finder 1 is moved along

with the support 3d until such time as a cut-raise

stopper 5c of a plate spring 5 strides on a step 6c

of the rail 6 and comes to a stop and then the rail 2

is slided. In the complete drawing out state, since a

projection 4a of a plate spring 4 in which a

projection 5a of a spring 5 engages with a recessed

part 6a of the rail 6 in the complete extract state is

at a position of an escaping part of the rail 2, when
the projection 4a is moved in the container

direction, the support 3a is slided and then the

support 3d is slided. Thus, the motion of the

extended rail 3 is restricted during the housing

period of time and at the time of moving from the

drawing out state.
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